Northumberland PRU Strategic Overview
2022-27
Our Shared Purpose
We promote inclusion in its broadest sense.

STIMULATE We support re-engagement
INTEREST
We provide bespoke educational intervention programs
PARTICIPATE We support and challenge in order to enable growth
ACHIEVE
We support students to be the best they can be

Our Vision
The PRU will be safe and nurturing for our pupils, supporting them to learn,
develop and reach their full potential. We will work in partnership with
parents, carers, partner agencies and our local community to achieve the

best for our pupils.

Our Values
INCLUSIVE - We welcome and value every individual and establish a sense
of belonging
ASPIRATIONAL - Achieving the highest standards in everything that we do
COLLABORATIVE - We work with all partners and stakeholders
RESPONSIBLE - We act professionally and ethically in the best interests of
the PRU community
INNOVATIVE - We never stand still, always reflecting and moving forwards

Our 2022-23
Priorities
 The PRU operates more
effectively through improved
systems, processes and
communications
 Ensure the curriculum fully
meets the needs of all learners
and successfully prepares skills
and knowledge required for a
future workforce
 Promote quality first teaching
and learning that makes a
positive impact on quality of
teaching and pupil outcomes
 Expand and grow the purpose
and function of the PRU to
enable it to be financially
sustainable to deliver value
adding services leading to
better school performance
 Ensure that the PRU is well led,
managed and governed to
ensure continuous
improvement
 Stakeholder engagement is
strong and shaping strategy
 A positive PRU culture and
climate supports ongoing
improvement
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